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Abstract
McGill’s theory of biodiversity is based upon three axioms: individuals of the same species
cluster together, many rare species co-exist with a few common ones and individuals of
different species grow independently of each other. Over the past decade, classical point
pattern analyses have been employed to verify these axioms based on the false assumption of
stationarity. In this paper, we use inhomogeneous versions of the classical summary statistics
for spatial point patterns to assess the validity of McGill’s first and third axioms for data
obtained from a 50 hectare plot on Barro Colorado Island.
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Introduction

The set of laws that govern the distribution and co-existence of species is among the most
popular topics of research in the field of ecology [25]. In 1934, biologist G.F. Gause stated
the competitive exclusion principle, which asserts that two species cannot stably co-exist if
they compete for the same means of living [9]. Yet in tropical rain forests or coral reefs a
vast number of different species are encountered within small areas [10, 14, 20]. Over the
years, various attempts have been made to explain such observed patterns of biodiversity
[3, 4, 11, 12, 26, 31]. In 2010, biologist McGill set out to unite six different theories into
one [22]. He established three axioms that would constitute the basis of his unified theory of
biodiversity: individuals of the same species cluster together, many rare species co-exist with
a few common ones and individuals of different species grow independently of each other.
McGill’s axioms have been subjected to careful scrutiny over the past decade. Various
studies showed that interactions within a species are generally much stronger than interspecific interactions [15, 24, 29]. In 2012, Wiegand et al used summary statistics for spatial
point processes to examine the validity of the third of McGill’s axioms [30]. The results
of applying these statistics to data from three tropical rain forests reveal that the strength
of inter-specific interactions fades with species richness. A stumbling block in the approach,
though, is the fact that the summary statistics used assume stationarity of the process, which
in this context is not likely to hold. Indeed, the authors observe that classic point process
analyses of bivariate spatial patterns are challenging ’because they require complete mapping
and because of difficulties in teasing apart two major, yet contrasting factors: habitat association and direct species interactions.’ The first of these difficulties was addressed in [18],

where summary statistics for random measures were used to eliminate the requirement of a
complete mapping. Here, we address the second problem using recent advances in spatial
statistics on the development of inhomogeneous analogues of the classical summary statistics [2, 16]. More specifically, we will use appropriate inhomogeneous summary statistics to
investigate the validity of McGill’s first and third axiom for data on the spatial distribution of
stems of a large number of woody trees and shrub species measuring at least 1cm in diameter
found in a 50 hectare plot on Barro Colorado Island, Panama [13]. This plot was established
in 1980 by researchers from the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute and Princeton University and has been analysed in numerous studies [27,28,30]. The first census was conducted
in 1982 after which new censuses were carried out every five years since 1985. Here, we will
use data from the 8-th census 1 .
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of the inhomogeneous K- and J-function and their cross versions. Section 3 is devoted to intra-specific
interactions, whilst Section 4 deals with inter-specific interactions. We will summarize our
findings in Section 5.
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Summary statistics

Typically, spatial data such as those gathered on Barro Colorado Island are modelled as a socalled point process [8], a random mechanism for generating finite patterns in some bounded
observation window W ⊂ Rd . Let X denote such a point process in Rd . Then X is called
stationary if its probability distribution is invariant under translations. Intuitively speaking,
this means that the output of the random mechanism looks the same in terms of the point
density and the inter-point interactions from every viewpoint in Rd .
Structural information about point processes is often expressed by means of summary
statistics, as described in detail by Diggle [8]. The well-known K-function for example is
proportional to the expected number of further points seen within a given distance of a
typical point. For radius r ≥ 0, it can be estimated by
K̂(r) =

1
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X
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where λ̂ is the average number of points per unit area. Here wxi ,xj is a weight factor to
compensate for edge effects [1, 8] and 1(k xi − xj k≤ r) takes the value one if the distance
between xi and xj is at most r, zero otherwise. If X is not stationary, the abundance of points
varies over space. Thus, to estimate the inhomogeneous K-function proposed by Baddeley
et al [2], λ̂ is replaced by an estimate λ̂(x) of the spatially varying intensity function. Doing
so, we obtain
K̂inhom (r) =
1
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wxi ,xj 1(k xi − xj k≤ r)
λ̂(xi )λ̂(xj )

.

(1)

The term λ̂(xi )λ̂(xj ) accounts for the habitat associations, so that Kinhom is solely a measure
of the direct interactions within a species.
Inhomogeneous extensions of the empty space function F (r) and the nearest-neighbour
distance distribution function G(r) were constructed in a similar manner by Van Lieshout [16].
The inhomogeneous J-function Jinhom is simply the ratio of 1−Ginhom and 1−Finhom , provided
the latter is non-zero.
In studying inter-species interactions, we make use of the cross versions of summary
statistics that describe associations between points of different types. The cross K-function,
K1,2 (r), for example, is proportional to the number of points of type 2 seen within distance
r from a typical point of type 1 and can be estimated in a similar fashion as the univariate
K-function upon weighting a point of type l ∈ {1, 2} by λ̂l , the average number of points of
type l per unit area. To estimate the inhomogeneous cross K-function, simply allow λ̂l (x) to
be spatially varying [19]. An inhomogeneous cross version of the J-function was introduced
in [16] and studied in [5]. For further technical details and underlying assumptions, we refer
to the literature cited above.
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Clustering within species

(a) Locations of Hybanthus prunifolius (‘hybapr’) trees.

(b) Locations of Coussarea curvigemmia
(‘cou2cu’) trees.

(c) Locations of Coccoloba manzanillensis
(‘coccma’) trees.

(d) Locations of Pouteria stipitata (‘poutst’)
trees.

Figure 1: Locations of alive trees in the eighth census on Barro Colorado Island for some
selected species.
In this section, we investigate the validity of McGill’s first axiom, which states that
individuals from the same species tend to cluster together. For illustration purposes, we pick
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(a) Kernel smoothed intensity function
of ‘hybapr’.

(b) Estimated intensity function for ‘hybapr’.

(c) Kernel smoothed intensity function of
‘cou2cu’.

(d) Estimated intensity function for
‘cou2cu’.

Figure 2: Comparison of estimated intensity functions.
four species ranging from quite rare to most common. The locations of the trees of these
species are shown in Figure 1.
It is evident from the plots in Figure 1 that trees are not scattered in a homogeneous
fashion over the study region. Therefore, in order to check whether trees of the selected
species tend to cluster together, we subject them to the inhomogeneous versions of the summary statistics discussed in Section 2. Since the intensity functions of the point processes
are unknown, we estimate them using a non-parametric Gaussian kernel estimator [7] with
local edge correction [17]. The quality of such estimates relies heavily on the choice of the
smoothing bandwidth. Here we use Cronie and Van Lieshout’s criterion [6].
For each of the species, we compare the estimates of the inhomogeneous summary statistics
to the ones that correspond to an inhomogeneous Poisson process. As in the homogeneous
poiss
case, Kinhom
(r) = πr2 . An estimated value that is greater than πr2 suggests clustering. For
poiss
the J-function, Jinhom
(r) = 1; values less than one indicate clustering. In order to assess if
the deviations of the estimated statistics from those of a Poisson process are significant, a
range of Monte Carlo tests [1, 23] can be conducted. We use the one-sided versions that test
against clustered alternatives.
Specifying the intensity function of the null process proves to be difficult. We could
follow [1] and use the observed point pattern to obtain an estimate λ̂(x). However, that would
violate the principle of not using the same data for estimation as for validation. Moreover,
under the null hypothesis the simulated patterns are realizations of an inhomogeneous Poisson
process with intensity function λ̂(x), whereas the observed pattern is an inhomogeneous
Poisson process with unknown intensity function λ(x). In order to circumvent this issue, we
estimate the intensity function using data from the first census which has the least overlap
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(a) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous K-function.

(b) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous J-function.

Figure 3: Simulation envelopes for estimated inhomogeneous K- and J-functions for ‘cou2cu’
based on 19 simulations.
with the observed pattern. To reduce the dependence of the estimates on the observed data
even further, we remove all trees that were still alive at the time of the latest census. The
intensity estimate based on the trimmed data is then scaled in such a way that the total
number of points it predicts in the plot is equal to the actual number of trees counted during
the latest census. Note that this method is not perfect in that it still uses the observed
tree counts. To make sure that it is quite a reasonable option, we compare the intensity
function thus obtained with a kernel estimate based on the data. Both functions are depicted
in Figure 2 for the species ‘hybapr’ and ‘cou2cu’. The intensity functions of the remaining
species can be found in the appendix.
Figure 2 suggests that the estimates are fairly good. The areas that are rich or barren
in vegetation seem to be roughly in harmony. However, the figures do show some differences
that may give rise to distortions in the test results. For example, the data of the latest census
seem to feature a cluster of ‘cou2cu’ trees in the bottom right corner of the plot which is not
captured by the estimated intensity functions.
Pointwise envelopes for the species ‘cou2cu’ are shown in Figure 3 based on 19 simulated
patterns. Both summary statistics indicate that ‘cou2cu’ trees cluster together. After all, the
estimated K-function lies above the upper envelope and the estimated J-function lies beneath
the lower envelope over the entire range of r. Similar figures for the remaining species are
provided in the appendix.
Summary
statistic
K
J

MAD test

DCLF test

0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

Studentized
MAD test
0.02
0.01

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.01
0.01

Table 1: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘cou2cu’.

To assess whether the clustering is statistically significant, Table 1 lists the p-values returned by the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the directional
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(b) Distribution of zoomed in p-values for the
MAD test based on the inhomogeneous Kfunction.

(a) Distribution of p-values for the MAD test
based on the inhomogeneous K-function.

(c) Distribution of p-values for the MAD test
based on the inhomogeneous J-function.

(d) Distribution of zoomed in p-values for the
MAD test based on the inhomogeneous Jfunction.

Figure 4: Distribution of p-values for the MAD test.
quantile MAD test [1, 23] over the range [0, 25]. In conducting these tests, we used the
envelopes based on 99 simulations. Since one-sided versions of the studentized and the directional quantile MAD test are not available, we use the two-sided versions of these tests.
The results strongly support clustering of ‘cou2cu’ trees. Tables for the other three species
are provided in the appendix. The results for ‘hybapr’ and ‘coccma’ are similar to those for
‘cou2cu’. For ‘poutst’ on the other hand, we do not find much evidence for clustering.
To examine if the selected species are representative for the vegetation in the plot, we
carry out the MAD test for each species featuring more than 50 trees. Due to the high
number of species, here we use the kernel smoothed data to generate samples. Figure 4
shows the distributions of the obtained p-values when using the inhomogeneous K- and Jfunctions. Both provide convincing evidence for McGill’s first axiom: the histograms show
distinct peaks between 0 and 0.01.

4

Independence between species

The third of McGill’s axioms states that the patterns of trees of different species are independent of each other. In order to assess the validity of this axiom, we conduct a Lotwick–
Silverman test for independence [21] applied to the inhomogeneous cross K- and J-functions.
Recall that when species i and j are independent, Kinhom; i,j (r) = πr2 ; larger values suggest positive association, smaller values negative association between the species. Similarly,
6

(a) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross K-function.

(b) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross J-function.

Figure 5: Simulation envelopes for estimated inhomogeneous cross K- and J-functions from
‘hybapr’ to ‘cou2cu’ based on 99 simulations.
Jinhom; i,j (r) = 1 when the species are independent. Smaller values suggest that trees of
species j tend to cluster around those of species i, larger ones that trees of type j tend to
avoid those of type i. The idea behind the test is that under the null hypothesis of independence, shifting the pattern and the intensity function of one of the species with respect
to those of the other leaves the marginal structures intact and affects only the inter-species
interactions. Since such a shift might move some points out of the plot, a torus correction is
applied.
Figure 5 shows the pointwise envelopes of the estimated inhomogeneous cross K- and
J-functions for the species pair ‘hybapr’-‘cou2cu’, each based on 99 torus translations of
the first species with respect to the other. The graphs do not give us any reason to doubt
the hypothesis of independence, as the estimated summary statistics for the data lie mostly
within the envelopes. The appendix contains pointwise envelopes for various other species
pairs. Note that for some species pairs, we find hints of a positive association.
Table 2 shows the p-values returned by the two-sided MAD test, the DCLF test, the
studentized MAD test and the directional quantile MAD test applied to the inhomogeneous
cross K- and J-functions for the pair ‘hybapr’ – ‘cou2cu’ over the range [0, 30]. In conducting
these tests, we again used the envelopes based on 99 simulations. All p-values are 5 percent
or higher and there is no reason to reject the independence hypothesis. In the appendix,
similar tables are given for several other species pairs.
Summary statistic

MAD test

DCLF test

K
J

0.28
0.06

0.30
0.06

Studentized
MAD test
0.60
0.20

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.53
0.08

Table 2: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘hybapr’ – ‘cou2cu’.

In order to gain more insight in the validity of the third axiom, we examine the total pool
of species pairs. We restrict ourselves to patterns containing more than 50 trees and pair
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(a) Distribution of p-values for MAD test
based on the inhomogeneous cross Kfunction.

(c) Distribution of p-values for MAD test
based on the inhomogeneous cross J-function.

(b) Distribution of zoomed in p-values for
MAD test based on the inhomogeneous cross
K-function.

(d) Distribution of zoomed in p-values for
MAD test based on the inhomogeneous cross
J-function.

Figure 6: Distribution of p-values for the MAD test.
them randomly. We then estimate the inhomogeneous cross K- and J-functions and apply
the MAD test as before. The distributions of the obtained p-values are shown in Figure 6.
Both for the K- and for the J-function, over 85 percent of the p-values exceed 0.05. Hence,
the third axiom seems to hold for the majority of pairs.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we confirmed the validity of the first and third of McGill’s axioms of biodiversity
using data on the spatial distribution of trees found in a 50 hectare plot on Barro Colorado
Island [13] by means of summary statistics that do not rely on the assumption of stationarity.
Although the results of this study are highly indicative of the correctness of McGill’s
axioms, we should be heedful not to draw too presumptuous conclusions. More and different
kinds of ecosystems should be investigated. Furthermore, recall that the results of the Monte
Carlo tests depend on various choices, such as the type of edge correction used, the estimated
intensity function, the choice of bandwidth and the range of interaction considered. The
robustness of the results with respect to these choices should also be investigated.
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Appendix

(a) Kernel smoothed intensity function
of ‘coccma’.

(b) Estimated intensity function for ‘coccma’.

(c) Kernel smoothed intensity function of
‘poutst’.

(d) Estimated intensity function for
‘poutst’.

Figure 7: Comparison of estimated intensity functions.
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(a) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous K-function of ‘hybapr’.

(b) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous K-function of ‘coccma’.

(c) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous K-function of ‘poutst’.

Figure 8: Simulation envelopes for estimated inhomogeneous K-functions based on 19 simulations.
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(a) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous J-function of ‘hybapr’.

(b) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous J-function of ‘coccma’.

(c) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous J-function of ‘poutst’.

Figure 9: Simulation envelopes for estimated inhomogeneous J-functions based on 19 simulations.
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Summary
statistic
K
J

MAD test

DCLF test

0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

Studentized
MAD test
0.01
0.01

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.01
0.01

Table 3: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘hybapr’.

Summary
statistic
K
J

MAD test

DCLF test

0.11
0.01

0.02
0.01

Studentized
MAD test
0.01
0.01

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.01
0.01

Table 4: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘coccma’.

Summary
statistic
K
J

MAD test

DCLF test

0.56
0.49

0.73
0.96

Studentized
MAD test
0.32
0.14

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.65
0.15

Table 5: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘poutst’.
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(a) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross K-function of ‘cou2cu’ – ‘coccma’.

(b) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross K-function of ‘cou2cu’ –
‘poutst’.

(c) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross K-function of ‘hybapr’ – ‘coccma’.

(d) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross K-function of ‘hybapr’ –
‘poutst’.

(e) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross K-function of ‘coccma’ –
‘poutst’.

Figure 10: Simulation envelopes for estimated inhomogeneous cross K-functions based on 99
simulations.
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(a) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross J-function of ‘cou2cu’ – ‘coccma’.

(b) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross J-function of ‘cou2cu’ –
‘poutst’.

(c) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross J-function of ‘hybapr’– ‘coccma’.

(d) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross J-function of ‘hybapr’– ‘poutst’.

(e) Pointwise envelopes of estimated inhomogeneous cross J-function of ‘coccma’ –
‘poutst’.

Figure 11: Simulation envelopes for estimated inhomogeneous cross J-functions based on 99
simulations.
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Summary statistic

MAD test

DCLF test

K
J

0.01
0.06

0.02
0.09

Studentized
MAD test
0.02
0.29

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.03
0.31

Table 6: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘cou2cu’ – ‘coccma’.

Summary statistic

MAD test

DCLF test

K
J

0.01
0.02

0.01
0.02

Studentized
MAD test
0.02
0.02

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.02
0.01

Table 7: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘cou2cu’ – ‘poutst’.

Summary statistic

MAD test

DCLF test

K
J

0.08
0.50

0.16
0.38

Studentized
MAD test
0.32
0.42

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.23
0.35

Table 8: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘hybapr’– ‘coccma’.

Summary statistic

MAD test

DCLF test

K
J

0.47
0.83

0.74
0.78

Studentized
MAD test
0.59
0.21

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.61
0.29

Table 9: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘hybapr’– ‘poutst’.

Summary statistic

MAD test

DCLF test

K
J

0.04
0.40

0.01
0.11

Studentized
MAD test
0.08
0.12

Directional quantile
MAD test
0.06
0.06

Table 10: P -values of the MAD test, the DCLF test, the studentized MAD test and the
directional quantile MAD test for ‘coccma’ – ‘poutst’.
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